PHOTON-ENERGY-DEPENDENT SELECTION RULES
The Fermi surface presented in figure 2(a) of the main text was obtained by superposing two Fermi surfaces measured at hν = 50 eV and hν = 96 eV, shown in figures S1(a) and S1(b) respectively. As seen from these figures, one subtle aspect of our data is that while the hexagonal structure in reciprocal space is associated with the 6-fold symmetry of the (111) surface of real space, the observed symmetry of the electronic structure around the Γ points appears as 3-fold. Two a-priori prominent possibilities are a surface reconstruction, or an effect of photoemission selection rules. A surface reconstruction, which may be expected from the polar (111) surfaces, would imply a longer periodicity of the real space lattice, hence a smaller periodicity in reciprocal space. At odds with this expectation, we actually observe, in figures S1(a, b), a Fermi surface with a periodicity larger than the one of the unreconstructed 2D Brillouin zone. An alternative explanation, consistent with the rest of our data, is that the observed 3-fold symmetry results from photoemission selection rules extinguishing 3 out of the 6 Fermi surface branches required by the symmetry of the unreconstructed Brillouin zone. In fact, in the photoemission process [SR1] , the absorption of an incident photon induces an energy-and momentum-conserving optical transition of the electron from a bound state in the 2DEG to a non-occupied state. Transitions to bulk final states have a larger cross-section. As shown in the inset of figure S1, these states display the required three-fold symmetry at all momenta along < 111 > (and 6-fold only at a plane passing through a bulk Γ point), effectively "filtering" the 2DEG states that can be detected. A similar effect is observed, for instance, in the topological surface states of Sb(111) [SR2] .
The data from figures S1(a, b) fully confirm the above picture: by switching the photon energy from 50 eV (panel a) to 96 eV (panel b), thus changing the final bulk state and its orientation thereof, one selectively turns "on" and "off" the complementary pairs of 3-branches of the Fermi surface. This demonstrates that the intrinsic electronic structure at the KTO-(111) surface has the expected 6-fold symmetry.
ESTIMATE OF THE EXTENSION OF THE 2DEG
Following our previous works on the 2DEGs at the (001) surfaces of SrTiO 3 and (or z) direction by a potential wedge V (z) = V 0 + eF z, where e is the charge of the electron and F is the strength of the electric field along z. The quantized eigenenergies E n are given in very good approximation by:
BAND STRUCTURE PROPERTIES AND PERSPECTIVE FOR TOPOLOGICAL NON-TRIVIAL NATURE
In this section we show how the remarkable band-structure geometry of the 2DEG in KTO-(111) can be brought into light using a tight binding modeling, and draw further insight into the nature of the 2DEG by investigating the symmetries of the resulting electronic states.
As discussed in Ref. [SR4] , low energy states in KTO pertain to the t 2g triplet of d orbitals. In the main text, we deduced from the band structure that the 2DEG is confined to less than 7 Ta-layers.
Here, we will demonstrate that, by considering that the conducting sheet is only a single Ta-bilayer thick, the 2DEG gains a topologically non-trivial nature.
We follow the derivation of Xiao et al. [SR5] , and introduce a unit cell consisting of two Ta atoms; that in the top (bottom) layer is denoted with a 1 (2) index. Table   in Harrison's book [SR7] . We also include the potential energy difference V between the two layers as well as a trigonal crystal field term E t . Lastly, we account for the large bulk spin-orbit term by adding a λ ⃗ L · ⃗ S contribution.
In the absence of spin-orbit terms, a convenient basis to express the Hamiltonian H 0 of the bilayer is {X
xy character respectively, and where σ =↑, ↓ is a spin index [SR4] . Using Dirac's notation, the non spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonian for the bilayer is thus:
where the matrix M is given by 
If we define a two-dimensional real space basis parallel to the bilayer [SR5] and Fourier transform the interactions, the entries of M are:
with c = √ 2/3d, and d the Ta-Ta interatomic distance.
Inspection of Eq.(6) reveals that all e I 's are real at the Γ point and at the three M points:
is at least one order of magnitude larger than both E t and t δ , we see that e I < 0 at Γ, M 1 , 
Again, eigenvectors have even parity. By contrast, at M 3 , the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum energy
and hence has odd parity.
We now consider spin-orbit coupling. The basis which diagonalizes the spin-orbit H so
Hamiltonian consists of the Γ 8c quartet ( As the total Hamiltonian H 0 + H so has time reversal symmetry, we diagonalize it in the {ψ} basis. At the special points Γ and M , which are their own Kramers partners, we have both parity and time reversal invariance. We focus on the lowest energy band, which shows occupied electronic states in the photoemission data, and exhibits the 6-fold symmetry pattern of electron gutters shown in figure 3(a) of the main text. We denote as Ψ 0 the corresponding lowest-energy eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian. Thus, Ψ 0 , and its Kramers partner, have even parity at Γ, M 1 , M 2 and odd parity at M 3 .
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To illustrate this, figure S2 shows momentum-resolved maps of the relative signs for the contributions of the 1 and 2 Ta-sites to Ψ 0 . These maps allow one to visualize the basin of attraction of the parity eigenstates at Γ and the different M points. They clearly show that the electron ground-state has an odd parity at one of the M points (and its time-reversal partner), but an even parity at all other points, implying a non trivial topological index Z 2 = 1. Our calculations furthermore indicate that a second, higher-energy band, lies below the Fermi level near the Γ point (see figure 3(a) of the main text). We find (not shown) that the corresponding state has even parity at Γ.
All the above considerations imply that confining to one Ta-bilayer the 2DEG at the (111) surface of KTaO 3 endows it with a topologically non trivial Z 2 = 1 nature [SR8] .
We checked that, if the conducting sheet is confined within three layers, rather than two, a topological state can still be observed, but for fillings larger than those pertaining to the gutter structure seen in ARPES. * Electronic address: andres.santander@csnsm.in2p3.fr
